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Jazz VTi-S shown in Rallye Red.

The Honda Jazz. 
Anything's possible with  
the versatility of Magic Seats. 
That's the power of clever thinking.



One moment, the Jazz is set to 
move house. The next, it’s fitted 
out to go glamping. Look again, 
and it’s loaded up to host your 
own drive-in movie night.  
To some it’s magic. To those who 
know Honda’s Magic Seats, it’s 
the versatility of clever thinking.

The Jazz has made a complete 
transformation. Sporty charm 
has been fused with unparalleled 
practicality to make this Jazz the 
most brilliant yet. Every detail is a 
small marvel: witness the multi-
angle reversing camera on the 
7-inch Display Audio touchscreen – 
love the Bluetooth®° control centre 
that syncs simply with your life. 

Under the hood of every Jazz is 
the 1.5 SOHC i-VTEC 4-cylinder 
engine matched with Honda’s 
innovative Earth Dreams CVT 
technology*. You’ll be impressed 
by how much drive it can 
squeeze from every drop.

It’s reassuring to know just 
how much thinking has gone in. 
With the full support of safety 
technology like Hill Start Assist 
(HSA), and Emergency Stop 
Signal (ESS), you can just relax, 
sit back and enjoy the ride.

°Requires compatible Bluetooth device. The Bluetooth word mark is owned by  
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such mark is under licence. Please check  

the list of compatible phones at honda.com.au/Bluetooth *Automatic only. 
Jazz VTi-L shown in Attract Yellow Pearlescent.



With distinct styling and crisp aerodynamic 
bodylines, the Jazz presents the illusion 
of perpetual motion. A low and confident 
stance gives way to a sleek, streamlined 
profile, where the emphasis sits squarely  
on strong wheels and sporty detailing.  
A striking set of 16-inch alloys makes  
a bold statement from the ground up*.

But the Jazz takes on a whole new persona 
at night. Its stylishly slim, angular headlights 
have been coupled with newly designed LED 
projector beams for near-day illumination. 

These are brilliantly set off by a distinctive 
chrome grille and front fog lights*. Even the 
electronically adjustable wing mirrors are 
decked with LEDs that come alight when 
you indicate to turn. 

When it’s time for you and your friends  
to vanish, you’ll treat the traffic to one  
final glimpse of your stunning LED taillights  
– an eye-catching and eco-conscious  
display to assist your safe journey.  
So why not leave the everyday behind. 

IN MOTION. EVEN WHEN IT ISN’T.

City VTi-L shown in Brilliant Sporty Blue Metallic.
*VTi-S and VTi-L only.

Jazz VTi-L shown in Attract Yellow Pearlescent.



Why just go when you could go in space 
and style? There are no compromises in  
the Jazz. Just astounding cargo capacity 
and more than enough cabin space for  
five adults. By stretching the wheelbase,  
it seems Honda’s engineers have pulled 
extra legroom out of thin air. 

They’ve also assigned a place for 
everything else a long road trip entails:  
six cup holders, pockets for magazines, 
slots for phones, as well as space in the 
centre console for multiple tablets. 

There’s even a fold down armrest to 
appease the battle of the backseat .̂

You’ll find luxury in every small detail: the 
high quality fabrics and finishes throughout, 
the metallic flourishes across the dash 
and inner doors, the soft-touch glovebox 
with metallic inlay*, and the control centre 
accentuated in piano black surrounds.  
For the first time ever, the Jazz VTi-L 
manifests black leather-appointed+ seats 
with silver stitch contrast detail as standard. 
Heated for your comfort, of course.

Ready for your  
great escape. ^VTi-L only. *VTi-S and above. +Leather seat trim includes  

non-leather material on selected, high-impact surfaces.
Jazz VTi-L shown.



Great adventures are better shared.  
That’s why the Jazz helps you stay 
connected to the outside world. At its heart 
is a 7-inch Display Audio colour touchscreen, 
with Bluetooth®° access to your phone 
contacts, videoª, music and more.

Enjoy pure sonic bliss on four speakers (six 
including tweeters in the VTi-S and VTi-L 
models) without any interference from the 
traffic outside thanks to Speed-sensitive 
Volume Compensation (SVC). The Jazz 
even lets you keep your eyes on the road 
with steering wheel mounted controls, 
voice tags for your favourite phone numbers 
and easily swipeable climate controls*. 

And you don’t even need to get your keys 
out to start the car^: It will unlock itself on 
sensing your touch. Then press the push 
start button and you’re ready to roll. 

No matter where you travel, you’ll never  
be caught short. Your media devices  
can be charged via on-board USB ports  
and a 12V accessory power outlet.  
The Multi Information Display puts all  
the data from your drive in easy view.  
So you’ll be aware of everything from the 
length of your journey and fuel economy,  
to your passengers’ seatbelt status.

Every trick  
in the book.

°Requires compatible Bluetooth device. The Bluetooth word mark is owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such mark by Honda is under licence. Please check the list of compatible 
phones at honda.com.au/Bluetooth. ªCompatible with iPhone 5 (running iOS7) or newer. Operates only while the vehicle is stationary. Requires HDMI cable, Apple-approved 
lightning cable and Digital AV adapter (these items may be purchased separately from your Honda Dealer). Apple and iPhone are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and 
other countries. HDMI is a registered trademark of HDMI Licensing LLC in the United States and other countries. IOS is a trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and is used under license. 

 *VTi-S and above. ^VTi-L only. Jazz VTi-L shown.



Take control 
with the wave 
of a finger.

Or a pinch. Or a swipe. Welcome to 
your 7-inch colour Display Audio unit – 
the command centre for all your music, 
communication, information and more.

From here you can contact the world 
outside or cue up the latest album 
you downloaded. If you’d prefer to go 
hands-free°, you can do that too thanks 
to active voice control including pre-
assigned voice tags°  and Siri Eyes Free+.

Answer a call°, send a text+, or even 
watch video∞ content when your 
car is stationary. Now you have the 
whole world at your fingertips.

Siri Eyes Free+

The intelligent personal assistant makes a handy addition to the iPhone. 
But where Siri really comes into its own is on the road. Just press 
the voice command button on the Jazz steering wheel and ask Siri to 
call someone on your contacts list, play that song, read and compose 
text messages or emails, add a date to your calendar, check what the 
weather’s doing, and more. All while your eyes remain on the road.

Multimedia audio system 

There’s nothing like the perfect tune to complement a beautiful 
drive. With a CD player, USB ports and HDMI® port, plus Bluetooth® 
audio streaming̊, all the Jazz requires of you is to select a song 
for the journey. Of course, if you prefer surprises, you can always 
tune in to your favourite station with the AM/FM radio.

Bluetooth® connectivity°

Your smartphone and the Jazz make the perfect pair. With Bluetooth® 
connectivity°, you can take calls while you keep your hands on the wheel  
and even make calls using pre-assigned voice-tags. The Display Audio  
touchscreen becomes your control centre, allowing you to browse  
contacts and call history, as well as stream tunes straight from your  
phone’s music library. Talk about being in sync.

USB/HDMI connectivity

The Display Audio system makes browsing any audio library a breeze.  
With your compatible smartphone or MP3 media device plugged into the 
USB port, you can view the song title, artist, and even album art if this 
information is available. Scroll through your playlists right there on screen, 
or use the steering wheel-mounted controls. The display will even project 
MP4 videoª and photos via HDMI provided your Jazz is in park mode.

Display Audio

WMA MP3 MP4

Bluetooth®° controls

USB connectivity
Jazz VTi-S shown.

°Requires compatible Bluetooth device. The Bluetooth word mark is owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of such mark by Honda is under licence. Please check the list 
of compatible phones at honda.com.au/Bluetooth. +Requires compatible iOS7 device (iPhone 4S or newer). ∞Compatible with iPhone 5 (running iOS7) or newer. Operates 
only while the vehicle is stationary. Requires HDMI cable, Apple-approved lightning cable and Digital AV adapter (these items may be purchased separately from your  
Honda Dealer). Apple, iPhone, iPod and Siri are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. HDMI is a registered trademark of HDMI Licensing LLC in 
the United States and other countries. IOS is a trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and is used under license. All other trademarks are properties of their respective owners.



Jazz VTi-L shown in Modern Steel Metallic.

For its next trick, the Jazz will change 
everything you know about small cars.  
With a few easy motions, the Magic Seats 
switch backwards and forwards, up and 
down, into four modes (or a total of 18 
possible combinations) designed to fit 
around you, your friends, and all your cargo.

So challenge yourself and see what you  
can’t fit in because we’re sure you’ve  
never seen a small car as versatile as this.

MAGIC SEATS.  
SEEING IS BELIEVING.



Long Mode
Whether your weekend plans  
involve the surf, the snow, or a home 
makeover, you’ll love long mode.  
By simply folding down all the seats  
on the left-hand or right-hand side  
of the car, you can create a long 
space for those long items.

Tall Mode
You never know when some  
extra height could come in handy.  
Folding up the rear seats creates a 
vast space between floor and ceiling 
that could be exactly what you need 
on your next run to the nursery.

Utility Mode
Want to head outdoors with plenty 
of gear? With the rear seats folded 
down into utility mode, you’ll have 
a whole lot of cargo space to play 
with. Even an adult sized bike is 
no match for the Magic Seats.

Refresh Mode*

When what you really need to fit in 
is a little rest, the Jazz can do that 
too. Just pull over somewhere with 
a view, remove the head restraints, 
fold back the front seats, and put 
your feet up in first-class comfort.

*Use Refresh Mode only when safely parked.

Long Mode – Right

Long Mode – Left

Utility Mode

Tall Mode

The magic of  
Magic Seats  
revealed.

Overseas model shown.



Leather-appointed+ heated front seats 

Heated front seats for those colder winter months 
make the black leather upholstery with contrasting 
silver stitching feel all the more luxurious (VTi-L only).

Rear parking sensors

As soon as that car or object is getting close, you’ll 
hear about it thanks to the reverse parking sensors, 
which make backing up a pleasure (VTi-L only).

6-speaker sound system

With two front tweeters and four speakers,  
the sound system in the VTi-S and VTi-L models 
packs quite a punch. What better way to set  
the tone for the road trip ahead? 

Paddle shifters

The Jazz puts a little race-inspired fun into even 
the most routine trip with sporty paddle shifters 
(auto only).

Cruise control

When escaping from the hustle and bustle of  
the city, give yourself a break by locking in your  
perfect cruising speed and the Jazz will do the rest.  
Not only will it make your trip a breeze, it will  
optimise your fuel economy.

Push button start 

With the key fob in range, the Jazz VTi-L  
comes to life at the push of a button. Just press 
your foot on the brake pedal and hit start.  
Turning the car off is just as simple.

Smart keyless entry  

The Jazz VTi-L has an extra-special trick.  
Leave the key fob in your pocket or bag, give the 
front door handle or boot release button a touch – 
and open sesame.

Rear wiper  

The Jazz delights right down to the smallest detail, 
and the practical rear wiper is no exception.

Multi-angle reversing camera

Wide-angle side mirrors with integrated 
LED turn indicators

LED lights come standard in the Jazz. They not 
only look good but they stand out to others on 
the road so you’re more likely to be seen when 
making that turn. The wide-angle mirror gives  
you more visibility too.   

When reversing from a driveway or 
tricky parking spot, nothing should 
be left to the imagination. So the 
moment you put the Jazz in reverse, 
its multi-angle reversing camera 
activates on your Display Audio 
screen. Choose from three modes: 
normal view, top-down view, or 180° 
wide angle for superior visibility.

Of course, like anything in the Jazz,  
this is more than just a camera.  
Thanks to on-screen guidance lines, 
the Jazz can project a clear path.  
All you have to do is steer yourself  
free with cool confidence. It all comes 
standard in the amazing Jazz.

All will be 
revealed.

Front armrest console 

Keep all your favourite toys, phones and tablets  
safe in this spacious centre console standard in 
the VTi-S and above. In the VTi-L, this is finished in 
leather+ for an extra touch of elegance.

Electrostatic touch-based climate control panel

Conduct the interior climate from the front  
seat using the button-free electrostatic climate 
control in the Jazz VTi-S and VTi-L. With an up or 
down swipe of the finger over the panel you can 
pinpoint your perfect cruising temperature, one 
degree at a time. Just like magic.

Front fog lights 

The VTi-S and VTi-L models both come fitted  
with an exceptional pair of fog lights,  
designed to enhance the chrome grille while  
also offering a desirable safety benefit.

Normal view

Top-down view

Wide view

+Leather seat trim includes non-leather material on selected, high-impact surfaces.



Open the hood and close your wallet.
Honda’s engineers have focused on 
creating a greener powerhouse that 
performs like an engine twice its size. 
That’s how it’s possible to gain 88kW 
of power and a surprising 145Nm 
of torque from a 1.5L, 4-cylinder 
engine. Not just any old engine, but 
Honda’s legendary SOHC i-VTEC.

From the first push of the start button°, 
the new Jazz will save you trips to the 
petrol pump. It’s capable of 100km on 
just 5.8L of fuel* with CO2 emissions 
at a bafflingly low 135g/km*.

Take it up a gear. Or down one. 
With 5-speed manual transmission±,  
or automatic with steering wheel  
mounted paddle shifters, you’re in control 
no matter which option you choose.

Automatic drivers will enjoy the added 
bonus of Honda’s brand new Earth 
Dreams CVT technology, Honda’s best 

CVT transmission yet. The CVT allows the 
engine to operate at the most efficient 
rpm level, helping to maximise efficiency 
whatever the driving conditions. 

Eco Assist. Think green without thinking.
How eco is your driving? It’s about to  
get a lot better thanks to the Eco Assist 
coaching system built into every Jazz.  
The speedometer lights up unobtrusively 
like a simple computer game. When it 
glows green more often than it glows  
blue, you’ve found your eco sweet spot. 
Like magic, you’ll be saving money on your 
fuel bill without even a second thought.

ECON Mode. A clever little button.
Every automatic model comes equipped 
with a not-so-secret button. Press it and 
your Jazz transforms into a green machine, 
adjusting its engine behaviour, transmission 
ratios, and air conditioning functionality 
to provide a level of fuel economy that’ll 
leave you scratching your head.

Take the wheel 
before someone 
else does.

Why is the Jazz so fun to drive? 
Maybe it’s the redesigned platform 
and refined steering. It could be the 
combination of H-beam torsion rear 
suspension with MacPherson front 
struts. Maybe it’s the lighter, stronger 
chassis. Its confident low-slung 
stance or its tiny 5.2 metre turning 
radius. What’s clear is that once 
you’ve experienced the Jazz in action, 
you’ll be putting your hand up to be 
the designated driver, every time.

One of the great achievements on 
board is Honda’s Motion Adaptive 
Electric Power Steering (MAEPS), 
which prompts perfect handling 
and enhanced fuel-efficiency 
in a way so subtle you’ll barely 
notice it in action. Until you drive 
someone else’s car, that is.

°VTi-L only. ±VTi only.*The figures quoted are based on ADR81/02  
combined test results for Jazz with automatic transmission.

Jazz VTi shown in Rallye Red.



HONDA IS COMMITTED  
TO DESIGNING EVERY  
MODEL WITH EXCEPTIONAL 
SAFETY FEATURES.  
WE EVEN BUILT THE  
WORLD’S LARGEST  
OMNI-DIRECTIONAL CRASH 
FACILITY TO TEST OUR  
CARS MORE THOROUGHLY.

Jazz VTi-L shown in Vivid Sky Blue Pearlescent.

The Jazz comes armed with ABS  
for superior stopping power.  
When emergency braking is detected, 
Brake Assist applies maximum braking 
pressure whilst EBD monitors and 
adjusts the brake force applied to each 
wheel for greater control and stability.

If an emergency situation forces you 
to brake heavily, drivers behind you 
need as much warning as possible. 
Emergency Stop Signal does just that, 
automatically flashing the hazard lights 
in the event of hard braking to reduce 
the chance of a rear-end collision.

Advanced Compatibility 
Engineering (ACE)

Multi-angle reversing camera

Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)

The Jazz has been designed with an 
innovative body structure, engineered 
to absorb and deflect the force 
of a frontal collision away from the 
passenger compartment, improving 
the safety of every occupant. 

The Jazz comes with a reversing 
camera as standard, so you’ll feel just 
as safe going backwards as you do 
going forwards. With three modes 
available (180° wide angle, normal 
view and top-down view) and dynamic 
guidelines to plot your projected path, 
the outlook is very good indeed.

Anti-lock Braking System  
(ABS) and Electronic  
Brake-force Distribution (EBD)  

Hill Start Assist prevents ‘rolling back’ 
when starting on an incline. The system 
controls brake pressure, keeping the 
car stationary as you release the brake 
pedal and prepare to accelerate.

Hill Start Assist (HSA)

This technology helps keep the Jazz 
on course in adverse driving conditions 
by detecting, then mitigating, potential 
understeer or oversteer. When necessary, 
VSA automatically reduces engine 
power and manages brake pressure to 
individual wheels to help regain control.

Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) 
with Traction Control

Airbags

The clever Honda i-SRS driver 
airbag system inflates at different 
rates depending on crash severity, 
seatbelt usage and a host of other 
factors to keep you safe behind the 
wheel. Dual front, side and full-length 
curtain airbags are standard.

Research has proven that sophisticated 
protection features, like windscreen 
wiper pivots that break away on 
impact and energy absorbing 
front guard mounts, dramatically 
improve a pedestrian’s chance of 
survival if struck. So naturally they 
come standard on the Jazz.

Pedestrian protection

An additional glass panel has 
been added between the front 
windscreen and side windows to 
increase the driver and passenger’s 
field of vision, minimising those 
blind spots and giving you more 
confidence on the road. 

Visibility glass

The reverse parking sensors trigger 
a sound that lets the driver know as 
soon as a car or object is getting close. 
Ease your way in and out of tight 
spots with confidence (VTi-L only).

Reverse Parking Sensors 

Alerts the driver with an audible 
and visual warning if a pre-selected 
speed is exceeded (auto only). 

Speed alarm

When VSA is activated, Motion Adaptive 
Electric Power Steering automatically 
adjusts steering pressure, making it 
easier to steer in the stabilising direction.

Motion Adaptive Electric 
Power Steering (MAEPS)

Because there’s no cargo more 
precious than the people you love, 
the moment you’re involved in a 
collision, the same sensors that 
deploy the Jazz’s airbags automatically 
retract the front seatbelts. You and 
your passenger are instantly pressed 
back safely into your seats.

Automatic tensioning seatbelts

Whiplash mitigating front seats

In the event of a collision, the seatback 
springs are optimised so that the seat 
will more equally absorb the occupant’s 
impact, in a manner that can minimise 
the severity of a whiplash injury.

With its 5-star ANCAP safety rating,  
the highest possible assessment,  
the Jazz is one of the safest drives  
on the market. 
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The VTi comes standard with:

-  1.5 litre SOHC i-VTEC 4-cylinder engine 

-  88kW @ 6600rpm and 145Nm @ 4600rpm 

-   5-speed manual or CVT automatic  
transmission^ with paddle shift 

-  Motion Adaptive Electric Power Steering (MAEPS) 

-  15-inch steel wheels 

-   Electrically adjustable door mirrors  
with LED turn indicators 

-  LED projector-beam headlights 

-  LED taillights 

-  Accessory 12V power outlet 

-  Black fabric seat trim 

-  Cruise control 

-  Eco Assist 

-  ECON Mode (automatic transmission only) 

-  Magic Seats 

-  Tilt and telescopic adjustable steering wheel 

-  Four speaker audio 

- Display Audio (7-inch colour touchscreen) including:

 - AM/FM radio and CD player 

 - Bluetooth® phone and audio connectivity°

 - USB ports (x2)

 - HDMI® port

 - Siri Eyes Free+ mode

 - MP4 movie file playª

 - Multi-angle reversing camera 

-  SRS airbags: dual front, side and full-length curtain 

-  Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) 

-  Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) 

-  Emergency Stop Signal (ESS) 

-  Hill Start Assist (HSA) 

-  Engine immobiliser 

-   Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA)  
with Traction Control System (TCS) 

-  Whiplash mitigating front seats

Additional features over the VTi:

- CVT automatic transmission only 

- 16-inch alloy wheels 

- Black premium fabric seat trim 

- Chrome rear licence plate garnish 

- Electrically retractable door mirrors 

- Front fog lights

- Side skirt set 

- Accessory 12V power outlet in centre console 

- Climate control 

- Front armrest console 

- Leather-wrapped gear shift knob 

- Leather-wrapped steering wheel 

- Security alarm 

- Six speaker audio

^ Automatic CVT is an extra cost item 
on the Jazz VTi. °Requires compatible 
Bluetooth device. The Bluetooth word 
mark is owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc.  
and use of such mark by Honda is  
under licence. Please check the list  
of compatible phones at  
honda.com.au/Bluetooth. +Requires 
compatible iOS7 device (iPhone 4S 
or newer) ªCompatible with iPhone 5 
(running iOS7) or newer. Operates only 
while the vehicle is stationary. Requires 
HDMI cable, Apple-approved lightning 
cable and Digital AV adapter (these items 
may be purchased separately from your 
Honda Dealer). Apple, iPhone and Siri are 
trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in 
the U.S. and other countries. HDMI is a 
registered trademark of HDMI Licensing 
LLC in the United States and other 
countries. IOS is a trademark of Cisco 
in the U.S. and is used under licence. 
All other trademarks are properties of 
their respective owners. ºLeather seat 
trim includes non-leather on selected, 
high-impact surfaces. *Metallic/
Pearlescent paint additional cost.

Rallye Red

Modern Steel Metallic*

Alabaster Silver Metallic*

Attract Yellow Pearlescent*

Crystal Black Pearlescent*

White Orchid Pearlescent*

Vivid Sky Blue Pearlescent*

Additional features over the VTi-S:

- Black leather-appointed seat trimº 

- Heated front seats 

- Rear parking sensors 

- Rear seat centre fold-down armrest 

- Smart entry and push button start

- Tailgate spoiler

VTi-L
Black premium fabric seat trim – VTi-S model.

Black leather-appointed seat trimº – VTi-L model.

Black fabric seat trim – VTi model.



Every driver loves the Jazz for a different reason. So it’s almost 
impossible to predict all the ways it’ll be used. That’s why Honda 
has created a line of clever accessories to tailor the way your 
car looks, drives and stores the things that are important to your 
lifestyle. Genuine Accessories help keep your Jazz classy and 
performing to its full potential. So why not unleash your imagination.

  *Available for VTi only. ^Available for VTi and VTi-S only. #Civic model shown for illustrative purposes. 
ºIn the interests of aerodynamics, Honda recommends the roof rack set be removed when not in 
use. See your Honda Dealer for advice regarding Genuine Honda Accessories, including available 
accessory packs. Pictured accessories are all sold separately. All Genuine Honda Accessories 
installed at the time of retail sale of a new motor vehicle are covered by Honda’s 3-year/100,000km 
Warranty. If installed after retail sale, they are covered for the remainder of the warranty or a 
minimum of 12 months – whichever is greater – provided that the accessory is fitted only to the 
vehicle for which it was intended by Honda Motor Co. 

A GREAT PERFORMER 
NEEDS THE RIGHT 
ACCESSORIES.

Door lining illumination setDeluxe tailored mat set – carpet

Arm rest console*Accent lighting – foot lights Cargo net.

Sports pedal set

All weather rubber mat set

Rear tailgate spoiler^

Mud guard set – black (rear)*

Luggage area protector tray

Rear bumper and bootlip protector#Rear park assist^Mud guard set – black (front)*Door visor set

Sports grille Door mirror garnish set

Door sill garnish setRoof rack set – 40kg load capacityº

Alloy wheels – 15-inch 'Proud Silver'*

Other accessories include:

- Bongiovi – Digital Power Station 
- Bonnet protector – Dark smoked
- Headlight protector set
- HondaLink cable kit
- Leather maintenance kit
- Organiser box
- Touch-up paint
- Wheel lock nut set

Available accessory packs:

- Starter Pack 
- Protection Pack
- Style Pack



Jazz SpecificationsJazz Specifications
Description VTi VTi-S VTi-L Description VTi VTi-S VTi-L

ENGINE

Compression ratio  10.3 10.3 10.3
Bore x Stroke (mm)  73 x 89.4 73 x 89.4 73 x 89.4

TRANSMISSION

PERFORMANCE AND FUEL ECONOMY
Maximum power (kW @ rpm)  88 @ 6600 88 @ 6600 88 @ 6600
Maximum torque (Nm @ rpm)  145 @ 4600 145 @ 4600 145 @ 4600
Fuel consumption (litres/100km)* combined – manual 6.2 – –
 – automatic  5.8 5.8 5.8
Fuel consumption (litres/100km)* urban – manual 7.8 – –
 – automatic  7.2 7.2 7.2
Fuel consumption (litres/100km)* extra urban – manual 5.3 – –
 – automatic  5.0 5.0 5.0
CO2 emission (g/km)* combined  – manual 144 – –
 – automatic  135 135 135
CO2 emission (g/km)* urban  – manual 181 – –
 – automatic  167 167 167
CO2 emission (g/km)* extra urban  – manual 123 – –
 – automatic  117 117 117

 
CHASSIS

 
EXTERIOR

EXTERIOR LIGHTS

DRIVER AIDS

 – Bluetooth® phone°

 – Siri Eyes Free+

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE

SEATING

 – leather-appointed^

INTERIOR STYLING

STORAGE

MULTIMEDIA

 – Bluetooth® phone and audio streaming°

 – MP4 movie file play‡

 – Siri Eyes Free+

SAFETY RATING

ACTIVE SAFETY

PASSIVE SAFETY

PARKING AIDS

SECURITY

DIMENSIONS
Overall length (mm)   3996 3996 3996
Overall width (mm)  1694 1694 1694
Overall height (mm)   1524 1524 1524
Wheelbase (mm)   2530 2530 2530
Track (mm) – front 1492 1476 1476
 – rear  1481 1465 1465
Ground clearance - unladen (mm)  135 135 135
Head room (mm) – front 1003 1003 1003
 – rear  953 953 953
Leg room (mm) – front 1052 1052 1052
 – rear  997 997 997 
Shoulder room (mm) – front 1393 1393 1393
 – rear  1336 1336 1336
Hip room (mm) – front 1308 1308 1308
 – rear  1145 1145 1145
Minimum turning radius at wheel centre (m)   5.2 5.2 5.2

WEIGHTS AND CAPACITIES
Fuel tank capacity (L)  40 40 40
Tare Mass (kg) – manual 1048 – –
 – automatic 1095 1120 1130
Towing capacity  – trailer with brakes (kg) manual 1000 - -
 – trailer with brakes (kg) automatic 800 800 800
 – trailer without brakes (kg) 450 450 450
 – ball down force (kg) 45 45 45
Seating capacity  5 5 5

WHEELS AND TYRES
Tyre size  175/65R15 84T 185/55R16 83H 185/55R16 83H
Wheel size  15 x 5.5 J 16 x 6 J 16 x 6 J

Standard feature. – Not available. *The figures quoted are based on ADR81/02 test results. °Requires compatible Bluetooth device. The Bluetooth word mark is owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and use of 
such mark by Honda is under licence. Please check the list of compatible phones at honda.com.au/Bluetooth. +Requires compatible iOS7 device (iPhone 4S or newer) ^Leather seat trim includes non-
leather on selected, high-impact surfaces. ‡Compatible with iPhone 5 (running iOS7) or newer. Operates only while the vehicle is stationary. Requires HDMI cable, Apple-approved lightning cable and 
Digital AV adapter (these items may be purchased separately from your Honda Dealer). Apple, iPhone and Siri are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. HDMI is a registered 
trademark of HDMI Licensing LLC in the United States and other countries. IOS is a trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and is used under licence. All other trademarks are properties of their respective owners.



You’re never alone in a Honda. 

Buy a Jazz and you’ll be amazed  
at how well you’ll be looked after. 

The care starts with a 3-year/  
100,000km warranty and 6-year  
rust perforation warranty*. 

You’ll also have access to HondaONE,  
an exclusive website that gives you  
up-to-date service history, vehicle  
records and maintenance tips. 

Plus we have a range of benefits that 
ensure your Jazz is as pleasurable  
to own as it is to drive.

Dedicated Honda Care
Servicing your Jazz at a local Honda 
Dealership will ensure you protect your 
investment and maximise its outstanding 
resale value. Dedicated Honda Care 
provides access to specialist diagnostic 
equipment and Honda Genuine Parts. 
There’s also the advantage of factory- 
trained technicians with unparalleled 
knowledge of Honda products.

Honda Capped Price Servicing~

At Honda, we believe you should  have a 
clear idea of what it will cost to maintain 
your vehicle and maximise its value.  
That’s why we’ve introduced Honda 
Capped Price Servicing. Available nationally 
through all Authorised Honda Dealers, 
it sets a maximum price for each of the 
scheduled services on your Jazz.

Honda Warranty Plus+

Purchase Honda Warranty Plus and  
your Jazz will be protected with no claim 
limits and no cost for labour and parts for 
5 years or 140,000 kilometres (inclusive 
of New Vehicle Warranty). You’ll also be 
entitled to 5 years’ Premium Roadside 
Assist. Visit honda.com.au/warranty  
for more information.

Honda Insurance^

If you’re looking for cover as reliable 
as your Jazz, you really need Honda 
Motor Vehicle Insurance. 

You’ll enjoy a range of benefits, including:

-  3-year new replacement if your  
Honda is a total loss.

-  Genuine Honda approved parts  
for the first 3 years.

-  Lifetime guarantee on authorised repairs.

For more information visit  
honda.com.au/insurance

Honda Finance
Whether you’re buying a Honda for 
yourself or a business, we have a wide 
range of flexible finance and leasing 
options. So see your Honda Dealer to 
find a financial solution that suits you as 
perfectly as your Jazz does. For more 
information visit honda.com.au/finance 

Honda Merchandise
Show your true colours with genuine 
Honda merchandise. For everything 
from apparel to travel goods, visit your 
local Honda Dealer or view the range 
at honda.com.au/merchandise

*Honda warranties apply where due care is exercised by the owner and the vehicle is maintained in accordance with the Owner's Warranty and Service Manual. Please visit honda.com.au/warranty  
for full terms and conditions. ~Available on selected models only. For full terms and conditions please visit honda.com.au/CappedPriceService. +5-year/140,000km Warranty Plus is inclusive of 
3-year/100,000km New Vehicle Warranty. Please refer to Honda’s Warranty documentation for conditions at honda.com.au/warranty ^Honda Insurance is underwritten by Allianz Australia Insurance 
Limited Licence No. 234 708, ABN 15 000 122 850 (Allianz). In arranging this insurance Honda Australia Pty. Ltd. ABN 66 004 759 611, and the authorised dealers act as agents of Allianz and not as 
your agent. In entering into a contract of insurance for this policy, you acknowledge that this Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), your Schedule and any other document which we tell you forms 
part of this policy (Policy Documentation), sets out the entire agreement that exists between you and Allianz in connection with this policy. You also acknowledge that you have not relied on any prior 
representations which are not expressly included in or are otherwise inconsistent with the Policy Documentation. Neither Honda nor any of its related companies have any liability in respect of this policy.

For more information visit honda.com.au or Freecall 1800 804 954

Jazz VTi-L shown in Modern Steel Metallic.




